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About This Game

Octave is a point 'n click horror-adventure game with elements of action and quest.

  You play the role of a guy who happens to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. You are dragged into a dark forest, but on
the verge of death, you are mysteriously saved from your killer by a someone or something.

  As you venture deeper into the woods you find yourself surrounded by atrocity. You realise that salvation can turn out to be a
real nightmare. All the way through fear you seek out the mysteries of the dark forest.

  The struggle for life has only just begun!

In the game you will see:

an atmospheric dark forest with creepy shadows and monsters

an old house full of puzzles and paranormal activities

the underworld, where you have to run a lot
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World of SUbways 4 is a good game. The sound is good expecialy in the tunnels. The graphics are overall good, in the tunnels
very good bur the textures of the houses overground are very the same. If you want to drive in tunnels you´re better with World
of Subways 3. The passanger AI is very bad. Omsi passangers are much more intelligent. Overall its a good game and everyone
who likes to drive overground a metro is right here.

Because I love tunnels and London my opinion is
World of Subways 4 is good, World of Subways 3 is better.. awesome, although i wish there were a way to toggle on and off the
attraction/repulsion, so i can have an opportunity to enjoy the images for a bit. An on-rails shooter, with the twist that enemies
can come in any direction. Challenging. After a couple rounds I started to get into it. Recommended, as it's free. Would
definitely pay a bit for a more fleshed-out game, more weapons, etc.. LOL in the immortal words of TotalBiscuit
"a hack and slash with more Ds than a pornstar's bra-size.". Good job for a free game, so I can't really complain, but this game
lasted a whole 5 minutes. When the credits came, I thought it was like the intro sequence. Apparently that was the end of the
game. Hand animations were a bit rough around the edges.. i would recmend it because there are 5 islands of the same airport
but the islands are super close together so its like a 5 to 10 minute flight to each island
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A really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing well done, polished asf god game. I played it originally on PSVR and now decided to
download it on steam. PC version is fun but I know what i'll be playing when i get my VIVE ;). Very fun shmup in the vein of
Ikaruga, except instead of shifting polarity, you shift screens to manage vulnerability. If you like shmups, you'll dig it.. Floating
heads that sing are my asethetic. this game is amazing but say no to microtransactions. I got this for pre order. I wont get for any
more though.. I bought this from itch.to and was pleasantly surprised by how deep the story was. The art style and animation
reminded me of Hotel Dusk. I also love the fact that you can shape the character's attitude and also affect how she looks. The
subtle magical aspect and the interesting roster of characters will keep you clicking on to read for more.

I've already gotten to one satisfying ending, now I'll be playing for the others and expecting another experience in the world of
Along the Edge.

For those who've gotten tired of one-patterned romance visual novels and looking for something different, a little dark, with a
whiff of mystery and intrigue, this one is for you. Good paintjobs. Burning Cars is an impressive modern take on the genre, with
fast paced action, and nice visuals. The area that really stands out for me is the sheer amount of equipment available for
purchase: multiple tiers of different weapons, engines, chassis, nitros, armour. I generally don't play racing games unless they
have a resource management aspect, so this game really hits the spot for me.

My main quibble so far is that bullets are quite limited (but they are replenished at every lap) so I don't get to do as much
shooting as I like. I'm guessing that you can increase ammo capacity as you get access to more equipment, but some more ammo
would be nice. I'd also recommend playing in easy, which seems to make the vehicles easier to handle.

Overall, recommended for car-combat fans, especially if you get a kick out of upgrading your vehicle.. game worked for 2
hours then i i went off, next day i went on it wont load just shows it tries to loads but doesnt come on, then i re click of app but
says it running but isnt yet itadds time on to game even though it wont come on. they need to sort the issues ot on this game or
refund it
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